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you are here: legend of mana: customizable guild emblems a torrent
is a data transfer protocol. the more seeds it has, the faster the

download. as you seed, you increase the number of peers you have.
your are now sharing your bandwidth with the rest of the peers. if

your ratio is 100/0, that means you are uploading 100% and
downloading 0%. if your ratio is 0/100, that means you are uploading
0% and downloading 100%. if you have a ratio of 70/30, that means
you are uploading 70% and downloading 30%. (but your peers are
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uploading 70% and downloading 70%, so it's really a 50/50 split of
upload/download). first thing you need to do is go to the site directory

and start making the "guild emblems" guild. you will need a logo
image and a description to go along with it. go to the directory that
contains your logo and choose the logo and then choose the picture
description. then choose where you want the picture to be. now you

need to select the area where you would like to show your emblem on
the website. if you are just making a custom guild emblem you will

need to change the "display" box to "custom" and then you can edit
the size. next thing you will need to do is to edit the description for
the emblem. if you are just making a custom guild emblem you can
just make a description of what it is and then leave it blank and you

can use it as the description. roness could be a little bit tricky for you
guys but i would like to make it easy for you. i'm going to post many
different guild emblems in one picture. this is to save me both work

and time. all you have to do is right click, copy and save it to your pc.
after that open any art or picture program you use and single out the
emblem you want to use for your guild. remember to save the file as
bmp format. if this is your first time using guild emblems, go to your
ragnarok folder and create a new folder named emblem. inside the
emblem folder is where you want to add in all your guild emblems.

Ragnarok Guild Emblems Download

guild emblems are basically the main way that guilds represent
themselves. you can make emblems that say your guild's name, and
use the titles that you have made. for example, i have the title moon

wizard. that means that my guild can be represented by the moon
wizard. i also have titles like silver and gold. those are the titles that i
have made for my guild. another thing i can do is add a description to

the emblem. this is also how you can tell who is in your guild. now,
you're going to have to copy the emblems into a picture program.
once you have all the emblems saved, you need to put them into a
folder. you need to have a folder called emblem. inside this folder,
you have to save all of your emblems as.bmp files. for the credits i

give thanks to the following people: henry b. roesch,
data/art/architecture design, beta lead for the beta test guild/guild
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raid/turtle stands/turtle magic/turtle, and also thanks to all of the
emblems i got this through help from: thegeminiguild, the omega

guild, the emerald guild, the cascade guild, and you can also
download them here (guild emblems: mage guild, warrior guild,

paladin guild, shapeshifter guild, rogue guild, ninja guild, commando
guild, scholar guild, moon druid guild, please remember that the
emblems are free to use for anyone and anything. they are by no
means the property of anyone other than the person who makes
them and the person who posts them in this thread. so if you use

them on your website or blog and don't give the author credit, then
it's not right. i would appreciate the author of each emblem to be

credited as such. 5ec8ef588b
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